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ABSTRACT

Deep generative models have been recently employed to com-
press images, image residuals or to predict image regions.
Based on the observation that state-of-the-art spatial predic-
tion is highly optimized from a rate-distortion point of view,
in this work we study how learning-based approaches might
be used to further enhance this prediction. To this end, we
propose an encoder-decoder convolutional network able to re-
duce the energy of the residuals of HEVC intra prediction, by
leveraging the available context of previously decoded neigh-
boring blocks. The proposed context-based prediction en-
hancement (CBPE) scheme enables to reduce the mean square
error of HEVC prediction by 25% on average, without any
additional signalling cost in the bitstream.

Index Terms— Spatial prediction, HEVC Intra, deep
generative models, video coding

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern image and video codecs strongly rely on spatial pre-
diction as a fundamental tool to achieve high rate-distortion
performance. Conventionally, spatial prediction leverages an
ensemble of simple linear models to interpolate information
from a context of already decoded pixels, with the goal to ob-
tain a prediction residual which is simpler to code than the
original signal. These prediction models have been improved
and optimized for several decades, by continuously adding
new modes, block partitions and prediction directions, e.g.,
33 directional modes and up to 32 × 32 prediction units are
employed in the HEVC video standard [1].

Despite the high number of available prediction modes,
current spatial prediction approaches assume the underlying
signal can be approximated by a simple linear combination of
a few (reconstructed) pixels. Increasing further the number of
prediction modes might guarantee a better signal approxima-
tion; however, this leads to continuously increase the compu-
tational cost, and is still ineffective when the signal to predict
requires more complex representations than simple bilinear
interpolation.

Recently, deep generative models such as auto-encoders
have been employed to learn effective representations for very
complex signals such as natural images [2]. Differently from

the signal models used in video spatial prediction, deep gen-
erative models are much more complex and highly non-linear,
and can potentially approximate any class of signal provided
that enough training samples are available to learn the origi-
nal data distribution. In the last couple of years, these mod-
els have been applied to image compression [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9], producing image representations able to provide, in some
cases, equivalent or better visual quality than traditional im-
age codecs [10].

In this paper, we consider how spatial prediction in im-
age/video coding can be improved by means of a deep gen-
erative network. Differently from previous work that concen-
trated on either directly optimizing end-to-end reconstructed
pixels [11] or residuals [12], in this work we aim at improv-
ing the spatial prediction produced by state-of-the-art codecs
such as HEVC, in order to reduce the bitrate of the prediction
residual. To this end, we employ a convolutional encoder-
decoder neural network to predict a block of an image based
on a context of already decoded pixels and the spatial pre-
diction of the same block as produced by the rate-distortion
optimization of the video encoder. This is motivated by the
practical observation that the spatial prediction of HEVC is
indeed a good initial solution from a rate-distortion perspec-
tive. In particular, we found that the block partitioning of
HEVC prediction enables to capture some general structure
of the block to predict, while the deep network can later fur-
ther refine this initial guess by filling in more complex details.
Our encoder-decoder architecture is somewhat inspired by the
context encoder proposed in [13] for the purpose of image in-
painting, with the important difference that we aim at obtain-
ing a prediction residual which is easier to code, rather than
a reconstruction that is visually plausible. Therefore, in the
following we will refer to the proposed scheme as context-
based prediction enhancement (CBPE). Our experiments on
a dataset of natural images show that the proposed CBPE re-
duces the mean square error of HEVC spatial prediction by
25% on average.

2. RELATED WORK

Generative models aim at learning the distribution of input
data, which is intrinsically linked to finding the best source
code in information theory [14]. Hence, it is not surprising



that the recent advances in deep generative models, such
as auto-encoders and generative adversarial networks, have
stimulated research towards applying these tools to image
and video compression [11, 12, 6]. Auto-encoder architec-
tures [2, 15], in particular, are especially effective to obtain
compressed latent representations, by forcing the output to
reproduce the input image through an information bottleneck
whose dimensionality is much smaller than the original input
space. Image compression methods based on auto-encoders
have been shown to yield coding gains compared to legacy
image codecs such as JPEG and JPEG 2000, and competitive
results with more recent image compression algorithms such
as BPG [7, 12, 10].

One of the first image compression methods based on
deep learning architectures was presented by Toderici et
al. [12], who proposed a set of full-resolution lossy image
compression methods based on recurrent auto-encoders. At
each stage of the network, a residual is computed; after-
wards, the residue can be further compressed by successive
iterations of the network, enabling progressive encoding and
reconstruction of the input image. This architecture has been
expanded later to include a spatial context predictor [5]: in-
stead of predicting an image block directly, the authors used
a modified version of the context encoder proposed by [13]
to produce an initial residual. While we also employ similar
tools, we found that a blank initialization of the predicted
block requires a substantially larger amount of data to train,
while providing HEVC prediction as input to the network
enables to generalize well even on relatively small datasets.

The use of an encoder-decoder scheme to inpaint missing
pixels in images was initially proposed by Pathak et al. [13].
Their context encoder is able to predict the content of an
arbitrary image region conditioned on its surroundings, by
minimizing a loss function composed of a fidelity (L2) term,
and an adversarial term to pick the mode of the distribution
which is more representative of the training data. While this
is shown to produce sharper and more visually convincing re-
sults than a simple L2 loss, we found that the adversarial term
tends to produce structures and details which are not present
in the original frames. This is especially undesirable in pre-
dictive coding, due to the cumulative effect of the error in
subsequent predicted units.

In a very recent work, Schiopu et al. [9] have presented an
image prediction scheme fusing a CNN-based predictor with
conventional lossless image codecs. Although a similar prin-
ciple might be applied to spatial prediction in video coding,
their architecture is designed to predict pixel lines and inte-
grate a state-of-the-art lossless codec such as CALIC. In this
work we focus on the lossy scenario only.

3. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

This section describes our proposed convolutional network ar-
chitecture for context-based predictor enhancement, then it

details the relative training procedures.

3.1. Network Architecture

Our proposed CBPE network architecture is shown in Fig. 1
and is composed of one encoder connected to a decoder via
a bottleneck [13]. For the sake of simplicity, in the follow-
ing all operations are relative to 8-bit grayscale images. The
encoder takes in input a 64×64 image I and projects it on
a latent feature space. The encoder is composed of 4 cas-
caded convolutional layers with 64, 128, 256 and 512 filters
respectively. Filters have size 4×4 and have a horizontal and
vertical stride equal to 2 pixels, which avoids the need for
pooling layers. Each convolutional layer has Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) activation functions and we use Batch Normal-
ization for accelerating the learning process. The output of
the encoder consist of 512 feature maps of size 4×4, for a
total of about 8k features. The encoder output is provided
in input to a fully connected bottleneck layer composed of
B = 1000 units which performs a reduction of the feature
space size to keep the complexity low and reduce the risk of
overfitting. The decoder finally takes in input the features pro-
duced by the bottleneck layer and recovers a 32×32 image.
The decoder architecture mirrors that of the encoder and is
composed of 4 deconvolutional layers with 512, 256, 128 and
64 filters respectively. Each deconvolutional layer can be seen
as a learnable interpolating filter that doubles the resolution of
the input feature maps, recovering the spatial information lost
at the encoder. The output of the encoder is finally the 32×32
predicted block Y .

3.2. Training Procedure

Our network is trained end-to-end to reconstruct an original
(uncompressed) 32×32 blockO starting from an input 64×64
image I, as shown in Figure 1. The bottom-right quadrant of
the input block is the HEVC prediction P obtained after rate-
distortion optimization, while the remaining quadrants are the
decoded (thus, noisy) causal context of the block to be pre-
dicted. The loss function is defined as the mean square error
(MSE) between Y and O, that is:

L(w, y, o) =
1

K

∑
k

(yk(w)− ok)2, (1)

where yk and ok are pixels of Y and O, respectively, and
K = 322. The network is trained to minimize the above loss
function with Stochastic Gradient Descent using the ADAM
optimizer [16] with parameters β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, an ini-
tial learning rate equal to 2 ·10−4 and batch size of 64 images.
All the network weights w are randomly initialized according
to the Xavier algorithm [17] and the training procedure ends
when the loss over a set of validation images ceases decreas-
ing or a maximum number of iterations has elapsed.
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Fig. 1. The proposed encoder-decoder convolutional network architecture.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1. Experimental Setup

In order to train and validate our CBPE model, we draw at
random about 16k images from the dataset originally pro-
posed in [18] for aesthetic quality evaluation.1 The dataset
contains natural images downloaded from Flickr, spanning a
wide range of semantic classes and acquisition quality. The
images come in a JPEG compressed format, with the origi-
nal quality/resolution of the Flickr source, thus providing a
large variety of train/test conditions. Each image is indepen-
dently compressed and decoded using the H.265/HEVC HM
reference software (version 16.0), with a fixed QP=15. All
prediction unit sizes, from 4 × 4 to 32 × 32 are enabled in
the rate-distortion optimization. Next, for each decoded im-
age, we extract a number of non-overlapping 64× 64 patches
aligned with the HEVC CTU grid, along with the HEVC pre-
dictors P . Since images have different spatial resolutions, for
each picture we ensure that the overall number of pixels in the
extracted patches does not exceed 10% of the total pixels of
that image. Following this protocol, a total of 405k patches
are extracted from a first set of randomly drawn images, of
which 324k (80%) are used for training and 81k (20%) for
validation. Finally, about 50k patches are extracted from a
different set of randomly drawn images for testing.

4.2. Experimental Results

In order to test the performance of the proposed CBPE, we
provide in input to our trained network the test patches and,
for each test patch, we measure the MSE between the network
output Y and the ground-truth, uncompressed reference O,
i.e., the energy of the prediction residual obtained by CBPE.
For comparison, we also compute for each test patch the en-
ergy of the HEVC prediction residual, i.e., the MSE between
HEVC predictor P and O. Figure 2 compares the energy of
residuals of the conventional HEVC predictor with that of
residuals after CBPE. Among the 50954 patches, there are

1The dataset can be downloaded from https://github.com/
cgtuebingen/will-people-like-your-image
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the mean squared error between the
original and predicted blocks by HEVC and after the CBPE
refinement.

33518 cases (approximately 66% of the cases) where CBPE
enhances the HEVC predictor by reducing the energy of the
prediction residuals. The MSE of CBPE reduces the aver-
age HEVC predictor MSE from 190.8 to 142.0, which corre-
sponds to a 25% reduction of the prediction residual energy.
Although quantifying precisely the end-to-end coding gain
provided by CBPE would require integrating it into a whole
coding chain, we notice that reducing the energy of predic-
tion residuals is directly related to improving rate-distortion
performance in predictive coding [19]. In addition, this re-
duction comes at zero additional bitrate cost: assuming the
CBPE trained network is known at the decoder, no further
signalling nor side information needs to be transmitted in or-
der to reproduce CBPE at the decoder side.

In order to illustrate qualitatively the prediction improve-
ment brought by CBPE, we report in Figure 3 a few exam-
ples of predicted blocks. From left to the right, we show
the original content, the HEVC predictor, the predictor re-
fined by CBPE, the HEVC prediction residual and the resid-
ual after CBPE, for three different patches, with the corre-
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Fig. 3. Comparison of predicted patches by using HEVC prediction and proposed scheme prediction methods. The MSE of
prediction blocks using HEVC and CBPE for each blocks are: top: 83.99 (HEVC), 34.99 (CBPE); middle: 321.71 (HEVC),
57.37 (CBPE); bottom: 36.63 (HEVC), 27.41 (CBPE).
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Fig. 4. Some failure cases where CBPE is not able to improve
HEVC spatial prediction. The MSE of prediction blocks us-
ing HEVC and CBPE for each blocks are: top: 2.25e+03
(HEVC), 3.53e+03 (CBPE); bottom: 1.45e+03(HEVC),
2.54e+03 (CBPE).

sponding prediction MSE. We observe that, in these cases, the
HEVC predictor can capture the overall structure of the block.
However, due to the limited directional prediction modes and
the block-based predictions, the HEVC prediction alone in-
troduces some visible artifacts, and fails in capturing fine-
grained structures of the content. Conversely, the CBPE can
enhance this prediction, smoothing out the HEVC blocking
and recovering somehow better the original image structure.
Interestingly, the CBPE predictor has a more natural aspect,
confirming previous findings on the ability of deep generative
models to learn image “naturalness” [10].

It is also instructive to analyze cases where CBPE fails
and degrades the quality the HEVC predictor. Figure 4 shows
two of the worst cases from the scatter plot in Figure 2. We
observe that CBPE tends to over-smooth patches with pe-
riodic or high-frequency structures and sharp edges, and in
some cases to add some low-frequency noise which was not
present in the original signal. This might be caused by the
lack of sufficient training data. An interesting solution to ex-
plore would be to add a regularization term in the loss func-
tion (1) in order to preserve sharper structures and penalize
noise, similar to what is done in total-variation denoising.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a context based prediction en-
hancement (CBPE) model to reduce the energy of HEVC pre-
diction residuals and thus improve coding performance. Dif-
ferently from recent learning-based image coding schemes,
our approach is applied on top of HEVC rate-distortion opti-
mization, leading to an average reduction of 25% of the pre-
diction residual energy without any additional signalling cost
in the bitstream. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first
work to employ deep generative models to the enhancement
of spatial prediction in a video coding scenario. As that, there
are many challenging questions to answer, e.g., how CBPE
does perform when the context quantization is more severe
– our initial experiments show that this requires increasing
the number of training samples; and to which extent context-
based prediction might be used to partially or completely re-
place the HEVC Intra prediction modes.
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